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Free dinosaur cardigan knitting pattern

When Vanessa Kirby and Claire Foy turned away from the Crown, it may or may not have had anything to do with it, but it has been dominated by a particularly feminine aesthetic over the past few years, or I'd like to call it my grandmother's dressing-up box. All freshwater pearls, tightly cut cardigans, pleated hoop skirts and silk scarves are just some of the
looks. Everyone from Gucci to Burberry defended the return of feminine possing by matching kitten heels, trench coats and brooches at the Fashion Month fashion show. But now we're counting on other grandparents for sartorial brownie points. Gone are the pitfalls of manners femininity. For AW19, it's all about elderly dressing. Borrow grandpa's trousers
and reading glasses, add a sweater vest, upsize your current cardi, and replace your dark mule with chunky brogues. There are no strict rules, but silhouettes are generally baggy, shades of grey have replaced beige, and comfort comes first (ideal for snugness as autumn settles in). We are looking for JW Anderson, Victoria Beckham, Freen heritage argyle
knits, tweed blazersASEI and Alexa Chung, high street favourites COS and Arquette for comfortable trousers. Mainstream like Grenfell and Church are the places to find the last forever brogues, though the high streets have a lot of leather and vegetarian alternatives too. It has a loose-fitting silhouette, hibernation-appropriate fabrics and heritage prints.
Moving, Granny - AW19 is a grandfather style season. Of course, you can sartorially connect chandler Bing and sweater vests more than switching, but this season, sleeveless knits from Burberry to Arquette everywhere are on offer. The beauty of this versatile winter warmer is that it can be styled in almost any style. We are wearing our clothes over plain
white T-shirts, crisp white shirts, printed 70s blouses and black roll necks. It's time to park your flared denim and make a new kind of pants. It's the loose-fitting silhouettes in sturdy materials such as tweed and brushed cotton that Diane Keaton can wear at Annie Hall. Chocolate, slate, pigeons, sand... Whichever hue you choose, your shirt, knit or T-shirt
should be securely fastened and fastened with a vintage leather belt. Latter! The traditional Scottish pattern is no longer reserved for dads on golf weekends. Reinterpret prints contemporary with Molly Goddard's jazzy colour palette or stick to classics such as Scottish Pringle. Synonymous with Argyle, the brand has recently been Teamed up with M to show
off a fantastic range of cosy jumpers. Our favorite color pairings are mocca and pink, this Oliver Bonas number, or mountain shades like green and yellow. Blazers are nothing new, but colourful '80s power shoulders and sleek Saint Laurent cocktail jackets create an all-out grey. The bigger the collar, the better, and this season we're going to add a silk pocket
square to the jacket rather than a colorful brooch. Layer over everything The knit which I like in plain white tea. Thanks to brands such as Gucci, Alexa Chung and ASAI, graduate-esque corduroys are celebrating a moment in the sun. Of course, pastel shades and ice cream shades are sweet, but they stick to autumn colors, from ginger nuts to hot chocolate.
Quality is key: pursuing the deep fabric of the ridge. What are reading glasses without a thoroughly grandfather-style chain? Influencers and editors all looked to be chained with sun-well-darked beans at London Fashion Week in September. Now that the sun is well and truly gone, move on to specs instead. We will go to Staud's tortoiseshell number.
Broguea, classic brogues. Daintier shoes have been thought of for kitten heels, mules and naked sandals over the past few seasons, but the return of stomping boots has brought a more masculine approach to shoes. We roll the hem of our pants and are wearing argyle socks and patterned stockings. Scarves are perhaps some of the most versatile
accessories, and they're fun and easy to knit. For those who make very different scarves with different colors and yarn textures and are a little more adventurous in knitting, exciting patterns can really bring that special touch to perfect your personal look. In this article, we assembled a collection of various scarves. Some are quick and easy, others may require
a little more patience and skill, but they are all much more than pieces of clothing to keep you warm. Knitting one for yourself, or knitting for friends and family, as you are sure to get a lot of praise for your creativity. So go there, and plenty of inspiration to renew your wardrobe. Now you need to have fun, choose the right pattern for your style, and take out
those knitting needles! To warm up with a simple sparkle scarf, go to the next page. With simple garter stitching for simplicity, this easy-to-use scarf can be completed in just a few evenings. Shiny yarns are irresistible in all colors. You'll be amazed at how many different looks you can get just by changing yarns. Don't be afraid to experiment! Technology
Binding Off -- BO Ad Casting -- CO Garter Stitch Knit Stitch -- Yarn Tail Size 7x52 (18x132cm) Gauge 12 Needle = 4 (10cm) k Weave on Garter Stitch. The exact gauge does not matter. Scarves can be slightly wider or narrower and you will need yarn: use 180-yard (165m) medium-weight mohair blend yarn with splendor or 1,180 yards (165m) mohair blend
and 180-yard (165m) ornate thread or 2 yarns held together as thin yarns. We use: trendsetter yarn dunes: red #91, 2 balls (red scarf); Blue #39, 2 balls (blue scarf); Green #93, 2 ball (green scarf) needle: American size 11 (8mm) concept: tapestry needle leaving 4 (10cm) tail, making scarf cast on 20 needles. Work with garter stitches (knitting all rows) until
the scarf measures about 52 (132 cm), or keep knitting until all needles can be tied and securely fastened. Tail (about 4 times the width of the scarf plus 6 inches [15 cm]). loosely bind all the needles; You want to match the same elasticity as the casting edge. Cut out the yarn, leaving a 4 (10 cm) tail. Squeeze and secure through thread tapestry needles and
binding-off needles. Weaving on the yarn tail on the edges that came cast in the same way. The next pattern is a confong scarf - another easy knitting project. This dazzling scarf is a bold and beautiful fashion statement. Best of all, the big needles make knitting ribbon yarn incredibly fast and simple! Size width: about 4 (10 cm) Ad length: about 66 (167.5
cm), including fringes that you'll need yarn: bulky weight ribbon yarn, Approx. 175 yards (160m) We use: Lion brand trellis (100% nylon; 115 yards [105m] per 50g scayne): #305 stained glass, 2 skeins needle: US size 15 (10mm) concept: tapestry needle squeeze at end; Stitch markers; Size N/P-15 (10mm) Crochet Hook Gauge: Gauge: Due to the loose
texture of this scarf, 14 needle rows 1: knit row 2: Purple is not necessary to make a scarf cast in garter stitching (knitting all rows) until the piece measures about 50 inches (127 cm). Purl 1 row. I'm not bound. Weave at the loose end. Create fringe notes: You can use open stitch markers to help identify where to pre-position the fringe. Cut 60 yarns of 18
inches (45.5 cm) each. Divide the strands into 12 groups, each with 5 fringe strands. Collect 1 group of 5 fringe strands together and insert a crochet hook from the back to the front in the opening above the second row of * scarf edges, starting at one of the short edges. (It is very important to insert a crochet hook over the second row, fold the 5 fringe strands
in half, hold the cut ends together and create a loop. Place the loop on the hook and pull it in the middle through the knit piece; with the hook still in place, make the cut end of the fringe through the loop to make the knot; * Repeat the fringe 5 more times, evenly along the edges of the scarf, a group of 6 fringes in total; repeat the fringe at the opposite end of
the scarf; trim all the fringes to 8 inches (20.5 cm), if confong sounds like a fun and good time, the popcorn should be clear! The next scarf pattern is a popcorn scarf; a traditional vertical striped scarf has pop-colored poufs and whimsical twists in the pattern; this very quick to knit scarf is all about fun; size width: 51/2 (14cm) Ad length: 63 (160cm) You'll need
yarn: single colour bulky yarn, about 125 yards (114m); super bulky yarn with colour flecks , about 86 yards (79m) use: brown sheep amount of fried volume (85% volume, 15% mohair, 125 yards per 113g [114m]: M51 winter blue (yarn A), 1skein; Plasad Tchao (85% wool, acrylic 10%, polyamide 5%, 44 yards per 50g ball [40m]: color #122 (yarn B), 2 ball
needle: US size 15 (10mm) round, 36 (91.5cm) long concept: The needle is woven with a garter stitch with an end gauge of 81/2 needles = 4 (10 cm) with a striped patterned yarn to make a scarf with 138 needles. Knitting 4 rows. *Change to yarn B, knitting 2 columns. Yarn A, knit 3 rows **. Repeat ** ** 3 more times (20 rows in total, including cast-on
rows). Yarn A. Tie all the needles and knit 1 more row. Weave at the loose end. Now that we've looked at a few new and funky scarf designs, it's time to try out perhaps the most classic scarf design: a striped scarf. This simple reevescarp is great for kids and adults alike! It's also just a show of team spirit: choose the colours of your favorite team, and
everyone will know you're a fan. Size width: 41/4 (11cm) Ad length: 83 (211cm), not including fringe you need yarn: worst weight yarn, 190 yards (174m) 3 colors we use: brown sheep of pride worst (85% sheep, 15% mohair; 190 yards [174m] 4 ounces [113g] per scayne: M120 Limeade, 1 skein (color A); M59 Periwinkle, 1 scayne (color B); M23 Fuchsia, 1
skein (color C) needle: US size 10 (6mm) concept: crochet hook size I/9 (5mm); Tapestry needle squeeze gauge at the end 28 needles = 4 (10 cm) rib pattern (ribs measured as comfortable, not stretching) making scarf casts on 32 needles. Knitting the first stitch through a back loop (knit 2, purl 2) across the row until row 1:3 needles remain, and knit 2, take
the yarn to the work front and slip the last stitch purlwise. Knitting the first stitch through a back loop (purl 2, knit 2) across the row until row 2:3 needles remain, and purl 2, bring the yarn to the front of the work and slide the final stitch purlwise. Repeat rows 1 and 2 for the pattern and keep this color sequence at the same time: rows 1-20: color C rows 23-24:
color C rows 25-26: colors C rows 27-28: colors C rows 29-30: color C cut yarns A and C. Color B. Row 31-50: Color B. Connect B. Color C Row 51-52 with Sub-B: Color C Row 53-54: Color C Row 55-56: Color C Row 57-58: Color B Row 59-60: Color C Cut Yarn B and C. Repeat the color sequence 5 more times, and then repeat row 1-50. Scarves should
measure approximately 83 (211 cm). Bind to a pattern. Weave at the loose end. There are 7 fringe groups across each short end of the fringe-making scarf. A total of 84 floors (28 of each color) and 12 inches (30.5 cm) each are required. Separate the strands into 14 fringe groups, and each strand moves to six (two of each color). Starting from one of the
short edges* insert a crochet hook from the back to the front on the edge of the scarf. Fold the six fringe strands in half to cut them, and when the cut is done together, create a loop. Place the loop on the hook and pull it in the middle through the knit pieces. With the hook still in place, the cut end of the fringe passes through the loop to create a knot. Pull and
join the fringe end. * Repeat 6 more times at the edges. Repeat the fringe at the opposite end of the scarf. Trim all fringes to 5 inches (12.5 cm) long. Want to learn how to make scarves? Is it different from the rest? Go to the next page and get a free pattern of braided scarves. Braiding adds another dimension to a very simple pattern. Choose a soft yarn - it
follows the curve of the braid better than the harder one. Size width: 4 (10cm) Ad length: 55 (140cm), not including fringes you need yarn: soft worst weight yarn, 288 yards (263.5m) We use: Debbie Bliss Alpaca Silk (80% Alpaca, 20% Silk; 72 yards [66m] per 50g ball): #12 Grape, 4 ball needle: US size 8 (5mm) Concept: Tapestry needle squeeze at end;
Size 8/H (5 mm) crochet hook gauge 18 needles =4 (10 cm) single rib stitch pattern10 needle scarf cast. Row 1: Work from knit 1, purl 1 rib pattern to end of row. Row 2: Slide the first stitched knitwear (purl 1, knit 1) to the end of the row and end with a tinged steed. Repeat row 2 for the pattern until the piece measures about 64 (162.5 cm). Bind all needles
to the pattern. Weave at the loose end. Repeat the instructions above twice more to create three separate 64 (162.5 cm) strips. Create three single rib strips that place the braid side by side on a flat surface. Using a mattress stitch with a screw tapestry needle, sew the strips together along the inner edge of 1 (2.5 cm). Braid the strips together so that they do
not twist from 1 to 11/2 (2.5 to 4 cm) so that they are not reduced. Sew the non-bbraid strips using mattress stitches along the inner edges, as shown in the front. Fringe Make a fringe, cut 3 11 (28cm) pieces (54 fringe strands in total). Starting from one of the short edges* insert a crochet hook from the back to the front on the edge of the scarf. Fold the three
fringe strands in half to create a loop when the cut is done together. Place the loop on the hook and pull it in the middle through the knit pieces. With the hook still in place, the cut end of the fringe passes through the loop to create a knot. Pull and join the fringe end. * Repeat 8 more times at the edges, spacing evenly. Repeat the fringe at the opposite end of
the scarf. Trim all fringes to 5 (10 cm). Here are 71 scarves, another great scarf pattern: Needles of different sizes and one or more yarns convert simple garter stitches into interesting textures and designs. Create a magnetic fringe by placeing the tail at the beginning and end of every row and tying it to a new yarn. Size width: 31/4 (8.5cm) Ad length: 55
(140cm), not including fringes you'll need yarn: soft worst weight yarn, About 90 yards (82.5m) each in the three colors we used: Debbie Bliss Cashmereino Aran (55% Merino Wool, 33% Microfiber, 12% Cashmere; 98.5 yards [90m] per 50g ball): #300505 (Yarn A), 1 skein; #300202 (yarn B), 1 scayne; Koigu KPPM (100% merino wool, 175 yards [160m] 50g
per skein): #P436 (yarn C), 1 skein needle: US size 11 (8mm); US size 7 (4.5 mm) concept: Tapestry needle makes scarf using size 11 (8mm) needle with gauge 14 needles at the end and a scarf from 29 rows = 4 (10cm) garter stitch and leave 7 The tail, leaving the yarn A. 7 (18 cm) tail, cut the yarn and cast it into 200 needles. Start with a size 7 needle,
then switch the needle size at the beginning of every row, alternating between size 7 and size 11. Row 1: Tie the new yarn A to the tail, left with a 7 (18 cm) tail. Knit. Cut the yarn and left a 7 (18 cm) tail at the end. Continue this way whenever you leave a 7 (18 cm) tail at the beginning and end of a row along the scarf pattern. B. Knit with B. Knit 4 rows and B.
Knit knit 2 rows with 4 rows B. Knit 1 row A. Knit 1 row and C. Knit 1 row B. Knit 3 rows B. Knit and A. Knit 4 rows B. Knit 2 rows, B. Knit 2 rows, size 11 ends last row on needle. Continue with a size 11 needle, tie all the needles. Trim fringe to 5 inches (12.5 cm). Want a little more warmth, go to the next page and try a great tube scarf made of soft, fuzzy
yarn. This beautiful tube scarf has not just one, but three great options: throw it with a regular scarf, wrap it around your neck with a lovely kaul, or pull it over your head for wearing with a hood. For maximum stretching, use a thin, fuzzy yarn on a large circular needle. Size width: 5 (12.5cm) Advertising length: 56 (140cm) You will need yarn: novelty yarn in
various colors, about 186 yards (170m) We use: knitted one, crochet too jam (100% nylon; 93 yards [85m] per 50g ball): #6574 berry blue, 2 ball needle: US size 15 (10mm) round, 16 (40cm) long concept: tapestry needle is very loosely bonded to making gauge 13 needles = 4 (10cm) scarfcast at the end, bonded to 33 needles, very loosely bonded to
sewing. Knitting each round until the scarf measures 56 (142 cm). Cut out the yarn, leaving a 20 (61 cm) tail. Thread the yarn tail into the tapestry needle and pull it through each live stitch to tie it together, as if making a sewing stitch backwards. Work towards you, right to left at the end of the round: insert the tapestry needle back in front of you in the second
stitch at the end of the round, and then slide the first stitch at the end of rounding the knitting needle, pulling the yarn, from back to front, into the first stitch. Insert the needle back into the third stitch from the front and go forward from the back into the second stitch, pulling the yarn to slide the knitting needle. Insert the tapestry needle back and forth into the
fourth stitch from the front and the third stitch from behind, and pull the yarn to slide the knitting needle. Continue in this way until all the needles are tied. Keeps the edges off the binding loose but even. Weave on all loose ends on the inside of the tube. If you want a completely different scarf, go to the next page and see patterns for loosely lovely scarves.
Large needles and lace patterns create a breeze to knit a light scarf. It's a lovely autumn accent with subtle shades of orange, but you're free to search for shades that fit your style. Size 51/2 (14cm) Ad Length: 47 (119.5 cm) Need yarn: Bulky wool blend, approx. 98 yards (90m) We use: ggh yarn Travertino (87% wool, 13% polyamide; 98 yards per 50g ball
[90m]: color 4 (orange mix), 1 ball needle: US size 13 (9mm) concept: tapestry needle has end gauge 8 needles and 8 rows = 4 (102) rows 1-5: knitting the first stitch through the back loop, knitting the first stitch, knitting 10, the final stitch purlwise slip on the work front. Next row: Knit the first stitch through the back loop, bring the yarn to the front (above the
yarn, with purl 2 needles) 5 times, slide the last stitch with the preceding yarn. Take the yarn on the front, knit 10, work and slip purlwise with the last stitch. I'm not bound. Weave at the loose end. Want something cool? To see the pattern of a nice fringe scarf, go to the next page. Simple garter-stitched scarves are spectacular with bold and beautiful yarns
and stunning fringes. Fringes create natural curves that cannot be resisted by touching on one side. Size width: 8(20.5cm) Ad length: 69 (175.5cm), including fringes you will need yarn: super bulky yarn, About 132 yards (121m) We use: brown sheep burley spun (100% sheep, 130 yards [119m] 8oz [227g] per scayne: BS-23 Fuchsia, 1 skein needle: US size
19 (15mm) Concept: Size J/10 (6mm) Crochet knitting; The tapestry needle squeezes 8 needles and 14 rows = 4 (10 cm) into a garter stitch, placing the scarf cast on 8 needles and knitting all rows until the piece measures about 54 (137 cm), tying all the needles together, making a fringe angle fringe, Cut 12-inch (30.5 cm) pieces (204 in total) ; place the
scarf flat on the table; start at one end of the long edge* Insert the crochet hook from the bag to the front in a groove (knit row) between the purl ridges; fold the two-glimmer in half, place the loop on the hook when the cut ends together, and pull the hook in the middle through the knit piece. , the full cut passes through the loop. Pull the end and tie the knot. *
Repeat across one long edge; Repeat * 5 times at each short end. Another way to make an ordinary scarf very pretty and personal is to add decorations. Our next pattern is a floral aflyck scarf. Simple seed-stitched scarves and fanciful knitted flowers. Delicate petals are created by casting the needles immediately using very small needles and immediately
combining them. Size width: 61/2 (16.5 cm) Length: 56 (142 cm) Will require yarn: worst weight yarn, scarf440 yards (402 m); Fine weight yarn for the flowers we used: Cascade 220 (100% wool, 220 yards per 100g skein [201m]): #9448, 2 skeins; Rowan Fine Cotton Chenil (Cotton 89%, Polyester 11%, 175 yards per 50g skein [160m]: Hot Pink #407; #408
Purple, 1 Needle Each: US Size 8 (5mm); US Size 2 (2.75mm) Concept: Tapestry Needle Weaves At The End Gauge 20 Needle Seed stitch pattern on size 8 (5mm) needle29 rows = 4 (10cm) making scarf with large needle and main color yarn cast on 31 needles. Row 1: (Knit 1, purl 1) across the row. Repeat row 1 for the pattern (seed stitch) until the
piece measures 56 inches. Tie all the needles. Weave at the loose end. Create flower notes: Instructions are given for smaller flowers. The larger the size, the more parentheses there are. If only one number is given, it applies to both sizes. Using the knit cast-on method 9 [13] cast on the needle. 7 [10] tie the needle, knitting until the end of the heat (2 [3]
needle); Set up the task. *Knit 2 [3] needles; Using the knitted cast-on method, cast on 2 [3] needles in front of 7 [10] needles. 7 [10] tie the needle, knitting until the end of the heat (2 [3] needle); Set up the task. ※ Repeat in 23 [29] more times, binding all 9 [13] needles to the last segment. Cut out the yarn, leaving a 6 (15 cm) tail. Thread yarn tail on tapestry
needle, then weave the needle through the edges without petals. Gently pull the yarn to collect the petals, then wind the center of the flower (petal advantage) to form the flower. Align the petals to fill the open space. Hold the stitch center in place with a few overhand stitches on the wrong side, and then squeeze the yarn through the needle to secure it.
Contrast color center ball on small flowers, cast on 3 needles using a knitted cast-on method using small needles and purple yarn. Knitted on the front and back of the first 2 needles, knit 1 (5 stitch total). Next row: Purl. Next row: together 2, knit 1, knit 2 together (3 needles in total). Next row: slip 1 stitch purlwise, purl 2 together, slip stitch passed through (1
stitch remains). Leave a 6 (15 cm) tail, cut the yarn and pull the last stitch to secure it. screw tail on the tapestry needle and weave around the outer edge of the central piece; To form a ball, the yarn is tightly pulled, then the center is whipped with small flowers. To make contrast color center balls on large flowers, using small needles and purple yarns, cast
on 3 needles using the knitted cast-on method. Knitted on the front and back of the first 2 needles, knit 1 (5 stitch total). Next row: Purl. Next row: knit on the front and back of the first stitch, knit 2 needles, then knit on the front and back of the stitch, knit 1 (7 stitch total). Next row: Purl. Next row: together 2, knit 3, knit 2 together (5 needles in total). Next row:
Purl. Next row: together 2, knit 1, knit 2 together (3 needles in total). Next row: slip 1 stitch purlwise, purl 2 together, slip stitch passed through (1 stitch remains). Leave a 6 (15 cm) tail, cut the yarn and pull the last stitch to secure it. screw tail on the tapestry needle and weave around the outer edge of the central piece; Pull the yarn firmly to form a ball, then
whip the center into a large flower. Finish place scarf up right, fix the flowers in place. Sew into place using tapestry needles and scrap yarn. The flowers are quite decorative, but sometimes you A more quirky atmosphere. Next pattern: Try a herringbone scarf with a pompom fringe. This twisted herringbone stitching gives a dense, warm texture without the
use of cable needles. Take a tinged foam fringe to make a nice male scarf. Size width: 7 (18cm) Length: 56 (142cm), not including pom pom fringe you will need yarn: bulky weight yarn, about 375 yards (343m) We use: brown sheep fried bulky (85% volume, 15% mohair; 125 yards [114m] 4oz [113g] per skein: M51 winter blue, 3 skeins needle: US size 11
(8mm); US size 10 (6mm) concept: squeeze at tapestry needle end; Scrap corrugated cardboard for making pompoms; size H/8 (5mm) crochet hook gauge 18 needles = 4 (10cm) patterns cast on 32 needles using a scarf smaller; set row (wrong side): Purl. Change to a large size needle and start the following pattern: Row 1 (right): First through a back loop
* Insert the right needle through the back loop of the second stitch on the left needle, pull the loop as if knitting, knit the first needle on the left needle, knitting the first needle into the left needle, twisting the needle on the left needle, sliding the needle into the left needle and slipping the needle into the left needle (the needle twisted in the previous row); * in the
row 1 stitch will remain. Repeat until you have a yarn on the front of the action, and slide purlwise the last stitch. Row 2 (wrong side): first stitch through the back loop, purl 1 stitch, * knitting the purl second stitch into the left needle, but without slipping from the needle, make the first stitch on the left needle and let both needles slide into the right needle
(twisted in the opposite direction of the previous row); * Repeat until there are 2 needles left across the row, and slide the purl 1 stitch into purlwise the last stitch with the yarn in front. Repeat these two rows in a pattern until the scarf is about 56 (142 cm) long and ends in two rows. Weave at the loose end. Cut 2 circles from cardboard with a diameter of about
11/2 (4 cm). Cut a small hole in the center of each circle; Create a slit from the outer edge of both circles to the center hole. Keep the two circles where the slits are aligned together. Evenly wind the yarn around both circles (passing the slit through the center hole). If you spend more time wrapping up, you're full of pompoms. For this project, about 5 yards
(4.5 m) of yarn is used. Cut the yarn around the outer edge of the circle. Cut 18 (45.5 cm) yarn strands, remove the corrugated circle very slightly, and wrap the strand yarn firmly around the pompom center. Tie the strands tightly into a double knot. Remove the corrugated circle completely and fluff the pompoms. Trim ends evenly if necessary, but do not trim
the strands around the pompom center. I'll use that yarn later. 10 Check the form form. For each pompom, cut out two 10 (25.5 cm) strands of yarn (20 strands in total). *Pull the ends of both strands in the middle through one stitch above the edge of the scarf with a crochet hook across the short edge of the scarf. Holding Cut into each hand and braid
together 4 strands for about 1 11/2 (2.5-4 cm). Create an overhand knot at the end of the braid so that it does not reveal. Thread 2 of the yarn tail at the eased end on the tapestry needle inserts the yarn tail with the needle, from left to right, under the yarn wrapped around the pom pom center. Remove the needle. Re-thread the tapestry needle with the two
remaining yarn tails at the end of the hairspin, and insert the needle and its two-yarn tail under the yarn tied around the pompom center, this time moving from right to left. There are now two tails on the left side of the center yarn and two tails on the right. Take 4 strands and tie tightly in a square knot to secure the braid on the foam foam. The trim ends with
an even number. * Repeat 4 more times (5 times in total), evenly between foam foam across the short edge of the scarf. Repeat the other short edges of the scarf. Stand out from the crowd this winter with colorful and wonderful boas! These scarves are woven into two pieces and then sewed together. The stocksienet stitch used for the base of the boa
naturally create curves to create tubes. Size width: 31/2 (9cm) Length: 90 (228.5cm) Will require yarn: mohair yarn, 180 yards (164.5m); Worst weight wool yarn, 190 yards (174m) We used: classic elite La Gran Mohair (76% mohair, 18% wool, 6% Nylon; 90 yards [82.5m] per 50g skein: #6585 pumpkin, 2 skeins; brown sheep sheep, pride worst weight (85%
wool, 15% mohair; 190 yards [174m] 4oz [113.5g] Per skein: M110 orange eu glade, 1 Skein needle: US size 15 (10mm) concept: Tapestry needle to make the next loop on the end gauge 13 needles and 20 rows = 4 (10cm) stocking stitch, without sliding this stitch from the left needle to make the stitch, take the yarn between the needles and wrap the yarn
around the thumb to create a loop of the desired length (right or left thumb, depending on the right, a thumb that feels more comfortable to you), take a yarn back between the needles and re-knit the same stitch; slide out of the left needle; insert the end of the left needle into the front loop of the two needles that have just slipped, knitting these needles
together through the back loop; pulling and fixing the loop; making a scarf is held together in one with two yarns. Cast in 9 needles. Row 1: Knit. 2-year-old: Purl. Row 3: (knit 1, make loop) 4 times, knit 1. Row 4: Purl. Row 5: knit 2, (make loop, knit 1) 2 times, make loop, knit 2. Row 6: Purl. Repeat rows 3-6 until the scarf measures 45 (114.5 cm). Tie all the
needles. Make the second slice the same as the first. When you put a thread on the tapestry needle, sew the two together and end with the loop facing down. Weave at the loose end. That's not why this next scarf every day is as important to your wardrobe as it is to see it. Go to the next page for free ripple scarf patterns. The gently swaying scarf works
vertically on feathers and pans. A simple knit lace stitch. Made from sweet, soft alpaca yarn, it's a treat for both the giver and receiver. Finished size (after blocking) finished size (after blocking) width: 41/2 (11.5 cm) Length: 66 (167.5 cm) yarn required: sports weight yarn, About 440 yards (402m) We use: Blue Sky Alpaca Sports Weight (100% Baby Alpaca;
110 yards [100m] per 50g skein): #023 Red (Color A), 1 skein; #211 paprika (color B), 1 skain; #073 gold (color C), 1 scayne; #046 chartrous (color D), 1 skein needle: U.S. size 8 (5 mm) round, 32 (81 cm) long concept: tapestry needle gauge (after blocking) gauge (after blocking) 18 needles and 26 row = 4 (10 cm) pattern to make the scarf color A, and cast
loosely on 308 needles. Row 1 (right): Knit. 2-year-old: Purl. 3rd: knit 1, * (knitting 2 together) 3 times, (on yarn, knit 1) 6 times, (knitting 2 together) 3 times; * Repeat from the last stitch, knit 1. Row 4: Knit. Change to color B and repeat rows 1-4. Change to color C, repeat row 1-4. Change to color D and repeat rows 1-4. Change to color C, repeat row 1-4.
Change to color B and repeat rows 1-4. Change to color A and repeat rows 1-4. Color A. Weave loose ends Loosely bind to the wrong side of the skaf and block the sizescoff. The last scarf pattern we want to offer you as inspiration is a little scarf. To get a free pattern, go to the next page. A quick and simple knit in a beautiful blend of silk and wool, this scarf
features a real rib stitch, a pattern that looks great on both sides and doesn't dry out. Strips of knitted fringe trim at the end are fun and unusual. Size of about 5x60 (12.5x152.5cm), including knitted fringe yarn: worst weight yarn, about 327 yards (299m) We use: Southwest trading company karaoke (50% soybean silk, 50% wool, 109 yards per 50g ball
[100m]: #278 3 ball needle: US size 7 (4.5mm) concept: tapestry needle 26 needles and 30 rows = 4 (10cm) 33 stitches to make 33 stitches. row 1: *knit 2, purl 2; repeat from * to last stitch, knit 1. 2 rows: *Purl 2, Knit 2; repeat from * to last stitch, purl 1; repeat rows 1 and 2 until the scarf measures 50 (127 cm); bind loosely in a pattern; fringe (check 2)
Making fringes (2) Note: Fringes work from side to side. loosely cast on 25 needles. 1 row: knit. 2 rows: 2. Rows 3: Loosely bonded 20 needles (1 binding off and then stitched on the right needle) , knit 4. (5 needles remain) row 4: knit 5; Cast loosely on 20 needles using the back loop cast-on method. 5th: Knit. 6th: Knit. Repeat row 7: Row 3. Repeat the row
4-7 7 more times, and then work with the row 4-6 more times. Tie all 25 needles loosely (10 fringes). Thread the tapestry needle, and the Whistich fringe is at the short end of the scarf. Repeat the fringe for the other end of the scarf. Weaving into a yarn ends with the wrong side of the job. Lightly measure the steam block. Contributing designers: Phyllis
Fishberg, Jamie Golland, Rory Goyea, Judith Horwitz, Amy Lucy Sinckler, Beth Walker O'Brien. Walker O'Brien.
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